
Hello Zsolt,

The firmware upgrade resolved the resolution issue with your camera in
25P. The resultant image can display "Line Flicker" if the sharpness is
turned up in the Picture Profile menu. Reducing this to a value around 3
will eliminate the Line Flicker. This is subjective and you will need to
determine what setting suits your needs best.

The HVR-V1e remains the only HDV camera whose chip scans in real
progressive mode in full 1080 resolution.

If you are unhappy with the camera after adjusting the sharpness, please
contact your dealer.

Best regards

PrimeSupport
B2B Service and Support
Sony PSE
Jays Close
Viables
Basingstoke
HANTS
RG22 4SB
______________________________ 
phone: 01256 68 38 50
fax:        01256 68 38 30 
e-mail: primesupport@eu.sony.com
web:    www.sonybiz.net/primesupport

-----Original Message-----
From: Zsolt Gordos [mailto:ZSOLT.GORDOS@MEDIMAGE.HU] 
Sent: 22 January 2007 18:58
To: PrimeSupport
Subject: Re: EUR224667
Importance: High

Dear Sirs,

I just have learned from fellow V1E owners in the UK that Sony has
recognized 25p problem cannot be fixed. There is info also that Sony
offers full refund for the cam being unable to capture proper 25p as
advertised, and repositioned as 50i only. This has been expressed in the
UK Sony website where in the "business" section all 25p claims have been
removed recently (in the flash presentation it still remained).
My question is how to resolve this problem? I have bought this unit in a
good faith that it will produce 25p progressive.  I needed that as I
planned to produce indie films. I have chosen this camera over the
Panasonic HVX200.

Please let me know my options in this situation.

My preferred option would be to get a V1U replacement unit rather than
go for the full refund. No V1U users have reported issues with their
units, it works perfectly and it has 24p and 30p as well. Just suitable
for that I am looking for.

Kindly reply fast as I will travel to Asia in February and need to shoot
there - I would have to get this problem fixed by early February.
My intention is to remain a Sony user - but with a working progressive
camera, that is only V1U today in this class.

Thank you and best regards,

Zsolt Gordos

From: "PrimeSupport" <PrimeSupport@eu.sony.com>
Subject: RE: EUR224667
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